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Zebra's got a cough! All his stripes have fallen off!What are we going to do? Call for Doctor

Kangaroo!All the animals seem to be poorly, but Doctor Kangaroo is here to help!Another silly

rhyming picture book by Gerald Hawksley!(Now includes extra jokes and puzzles and Doctor

Kangaroo's version of Five Little Monkeys!)
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Loved this kindle book featuring a kangaroo doctor. What happens when animals like zebras,

crocodiles, elephants and lions get sick? They call Doctor Kangaroo, who fixes them up in no time

at all. Rhymes are sharp and clever. This simple, easy to read picture book will have toddlers and

preschoolers laughing. It will encourage young children to see the doctor as a trusted friend.Parents

and caregivers will love the games and puzzles at the end. In addition, there is a What Do you

Remember? section and a fun version of the popular tune, Five Monkeys Jumping on the Bed.

Recommended especially for children ages two through five.



What do you do when you are ill? Do you see the doctor?The author, Gerald Hawksley, has written

a fun book about ani alswho feel ill. The zebra has a cough, the crocodile has lost his snap, the

parrot has a cough. To the rescue comes Dr. Kangaroo, what does he say? He tells them, get to

bed, put a bandage in their heads, they will be better in no time. Is that what your doctor tells

you?Adults will enjoy reading this book to their children. The children will enjoy the rhymes, and the

lilting voices of the adults. They will also enjoy the storyline. The illustrations are bright, vivid and

colorful. They portray the adventures of the animals and Dr. Kangaroo. The story is perfect for this

time of year, and it should satisfy all the little ones.Recommended. prisrob 02-05-17

The animals are not doing well, falling ill from different maladies. What should they do? Who do they

call? Why that would be Doctor Kangaroo, he can cure the blues.Children will enjoy this book with

illustrations to keep youngsters entertained while listen to the clever rhymes of Doctor Kangaroo as

he makes his rounds. This storybook is wonderful for beginning readers and a treat for all. Included

are questions and answers, puzzles, and the tale "Five Little Monkeys".

As soon as we finished reading it the first time, he said he wanted me to read it again, despite his

complaints about Dr. Kangaroo's poor medical care as I read it the first time. My son's quotes: "Him

is a bad doctor." "I like that book. Read it again." He also wants a Dr. Hippo book. Good idea for a

sequel.

Doctor Kangaroo By Gerald HawksleyLike this colorful children's book because there are many

animals and they all have problems and rush to Dr. Kangaroo to get cured.Problem is one day they

find him in bed, bandaged up-like he's always telling them....Cute rhyming stores at the end.

Puzzles and riddles also.

Ha! Love it! Not only the silly way Doctor Kangaroo always treats his patients no matter their pain,

but the cute ending as well. I also love how there are doctor jokes included, some other kid games,

and the 5 Little Monkeys rhyme. Beautiful illustrations! Worth having!

Great bedtime read! Author uses perfect style of writing and simplistic language to convey this story

to young children clearly, without hindering the fun whimsical tone of the book. The colorful

illustrations enhance these same features, and captivates the reader. Highly recommended for all



but for the hard to settle child

"Zebra's got a cough! All his stripes have fallen off!What are we going to do? Call for Doctor

Kangaroo!"In this sweet picture book, young (and old) readers will delight in the silly rhymes talking

about various animals not feeling well and in need of Doctor Kangaroo. The illustrations are colorful

and match the antics of the verse. I loved it and found myself reading aloud, giggling to myself.A

great picture book teaching children about why it's important to go see the doctor when you're

sick.Highly recommend!My Rating: 5+ stars
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